SOME OF THE RESEARCH PROJECTS WE’RE WORKING ON...
Carbon Capitalism in Canada: The Political Economy and Social Construction of Oil Pipeline Controversies
Professor Harris Ali

Exploring the Potential of Fringe Approaches to Environmental Management and Governance
Professor Harris Ali

Pandemic Planning for the Homeless in Canada
Professor Harris Ali

Opportunities for Non-Traditional Pathways to Post-Secondary Education in Ontario: Immigrants with Foreign Credentials
Professor Emeritus Paul Anisef and Professor Karen Robson (McMaster)

Reimagining Long-Term Residential Care
Professor Pat Armstrong

Invisible Women: Gender and the Shifting Division of Labour in Long-Term Residential Care
Professor Pat Armstrong, co-investigator

Changing Places: Unpaid Work in Public Places
Professor Pat Armstrong, Principal Investigator

What’s Past is Prologue: Comparing Long-term Care Workers and Working Conditions Between Canada and Nordic Countries 10 Years Later
Professor Pat Armstrong, co-investigator

Seniors: Adding Life to Years (SALTY)
Professor Pat Armstrong, co-investigator

The Problematic of Decolonization, Involving Issues of Nationalism and Modernity Through a Critique of Ideology and Gender and Race
Senior Scholar, Professor Himani Bannerji

A Postcolonial Examination of Dowry/Bride Prices in Ghana
Professor Sylvia Bawa

Feminisms in Postcolonial West Africa (an examination of culture, rights and empowerment discourses)
Professor Sylvia Bawa

Human Rights in Transnational Contexts (Joint Projects with Prof. Obiora Okafor (Osgoode Law School) and Prof. Bonny Ibhawoh (Peace Studies, McMaster University))
Professor Sylvia Bawa

Criminal Conspiracies: Organized Crime in Canada
Professor Margaret E. Beare

Inquiring Into Policing
Professor Margaret E. Beare

Cultures of Impunity and Entitlement: Corruption Among the Elite
Professor Margaret E. Beare

From Entrepreneurship to Rentiership: The Changing Dynamics of Innovation in Technoscientific Capitalism
Professor Kean Birch

The Narrative Self in Rural Dementia
Professor Kathy Bischoping and Professor Riley Olstead (St Francis Xavier University)

Learn from Lei Feng: Oral Histories of a Chinese Communist Hero
Professor Kathy Bischoping and PhD Candidate Zhipeng Gao (Psychology)

The Symbolic Order and Imaginative Structure of Modern Society
Senior Scholar, Professor Alan Blum

Social Change, Scenes of Innovation and the Culture of the City
Senior Scholar, Professor Alan Blum

Ethical Foundations of Caregiving: Depression and Burnout Among Caregivers for Dementia Sufferers
Senior Scholar, Professor Alan Blum

A Comparison of Western and Chinese Caregivers of Dementia Sufferers
Senior Scholar, Professor Alan Blum

Sickness Unto Death: Studies on Mortality and the Lived Experience of the Dying Body
Senior Scholar, Professor Alan Blum

The Divided Self: Towards a Sociology of Jouissance
Senior Scholar, Professor Alan Blum

Power and Everyday Life
Professors Deborah Brock, Aryn Martin and Mark Thomas

Gedoogbeleid: Social Regulation in the Netherlands, and the Implications for Canadian Social Policy
Professor Deborah Brock

Re-Making Normal: Governing the Social in Neoliberal Times
Professor Deborah Brock

Re-thinking Guilt, Conscience and Superego in Psychoanalytic Theory and Practice
Professor Emeritus Don Carveth

Queer Psychoanalytics: Jacques Lacan and the “Other” Jouissance
Professor Sheila Cavanagh

Transgender and Performance Ethnography
Professor Sheila Cavanagh

The Emma LaRocque Reader: Selected Writings of a Métis Feminist 1975-2016
Professor Elaine Coburn
Does Gender Matter? The International Monetary Fund, Women and the Economy  
Professor Elaine Coburn

Return Migration and Social Change: Comparative Perspectives on Diasporic Experiences  
Professor Rina Cohen

Migrant Care Workers in Neo Liberal Welfare States: A Comparative Study  
Professor Rina Cohen

Canadian Century Research Infrastructure (CCRI), 1911-1951  
Professor Emeritus Gordon Darroch

Lives in Motion: Migration, Mobility and Family in Old Ontario  
Professor Emeritus Gordon Darroch

Twice migrated South Asian Families in Canada: a race, gender, class and transnational analysis  
Professor Tania Das Gupta

Woman and Man Alone: A Comparative Study of Split Families in India and Canada  
Professor Tania Das Gupta

Perinatal Loss: Reflections on Griefwork  
Professor Deborah Davidson

Mothering at the margins: Towards an equity-based health promotion framework for racialized mothers of children with disabilities  
Professor Deborah Davidson in collaboration with Nazila Khanlou (York University)

Memorial Tattoos: Inking the Bond  
Professor Deborah Davidson in collaboration with Susan Cadell (University of Waterloo), Mary Ellen MacDonald (McGill University), Marcel O’Gorman (University of Waterloo), Melanie Baljko (York University), and Melissa Reid Lambert

The Cross-National Correlates of State Legitimacy: A Statistical Test of the Influence of Democracy, Nationalism and State Endogeneity  
Professor Andrew Dawson

An Analysis of the Long-Term Trajectories of Homicide Rates Between the United States and Canada from the Mid-Eighteenth to the Twenty-First Century  
Professor Andrew Dawson

Community-Based Educational Reform in Marginalized Urban Schools and Neighbourhoods  
Professor Lorna Erwin

Place-based Approaches to Community-University Partnerships  
Professor Lorna Erwin

Exploring the Welfare-to-Work Experiences of Ontario Works Recipients Who Are Recovering from Addiction  
Professor Amber Gazso
Interrogating the Intergenerational Transmission of Social Assistance Access in Ontario, Canada  
*Professor Amber Gazso*

Analyzing Awkward Moments as an Entrée to Reflexivity  
*Professors Amber Gazso and Katherine Bischoping*

The Policing View: Body Worn Cameras, Surveillance, and the Question of Police Accountability  
*Professor Amanda Glasbeek*

Negotiating the Boundaries of Rights and Membership  
*Professor Luin Goldring in collaboration with Patricia Landolt (PI, U of Toronto)*

New and Old Fault Lines in the Canadian Labour Market: The Temporal and Institutional Dynamics of Citizenship, Legal Status and Work  
*Professor Luin Goldring in collaboration with Patricia Landolt (U of Toronto)*

Visual Arts After Indenture  
*Professor Andil Gosine*

Nature’s Wild: Love, Sex and Law in Trinidad and Tobago  
*Professor Andil Gosine*

Wendy Nanan  
*Professor Andil Gosine*

Suffering, Art and Aesthetics  
*Professors Ratiba Hadj-Moussa and Michael Nijhawan*

What Holism Can Do for Social Theory  
*Professor Barbara Hanson*

Quality of Life, Social Determinants of Refugees’/Immigrants’ Health and Their Integration Process  
*Professor Merle Jacobs*

Anglo Burmese Culture: Historical Aspects of the Making of a Group Identity  
*Professor Merle Jacobs*

Rights for Children and Youth in the Caribbean and Canada  
*Professor Carl James*

The Experience and Achievement of Black Students in the Peel District School Board  
*Professor Carl James*

Are Scholarships Enough? Examining the Role of Financial Awards for Black Students’ Access to Post-Secondary Education  
*Professor Carl James*
Supporting Grade 10 Students Through High School: A Mentorship Educational With Students in the GTA
Professor Carl James

Ontario Students’ Assessment and Reporting Review
Professor Carl James

Post-Secondary Pathways of Marginalized Students in Gateway Cities
Professor Carl James with K. Robson (PI) and other faculty members

“Too Asian”
Professor Ann Kim

When Roots/ Routes Matter: The Appearance and Disappearance of Asylum Seeking Families from the DPRK in Canada
Professor Ann Kim

Indigenous-African Relations Across the Americas
Professor Bonita Lawrence

Politics and the Production of Nationhood in the Religious Signs Debate: Cross-National Comparisons
Professor Emily Laxer

Adapting Canadian Work and Workplaces to Respond to Climate Change: Canada in International Perspective (ACW)
Professor Carla Lipsig-Mumme, in collaboration with faculty and community partners

Environmental Racism, Greening Work and Climate Change: a project of ACW (see above)
Professor Carla Lipsig-Mumme, Christopher Wilson and Jawara Gairey (Public Service Alliance of Canada) and others

Engaging the Community: Climate, Work and New Alliances
Professor Carla Lipsig-Mumme, with faculty and community partners

What Do We Know? What Do We Need to Know? The State of Knowledge on Canada’s Work World and Responses to Climate Change
Professor Carla Lipsig-Mumme and others

Professor Carla Lipsig-Mumme and others

Doing Feminist Political Economy: Practitioners and Practices
Professor Meg Luxton and Susan Braedley (Carleton)

Engendering Public Engagement, Democratizing Public Space
Professor Meg Luxton, Barbara Cameron (Political Science) and others
Professor Meg Luxton

Rise Up: A Digital Archive of Feminist Activism
Professor Meg Luxton

Stalled Mobility? Income Inequality and Intergenerational Relationships Among Newcomer South Asian and Chinese Households in York Region
Professor Guida Man

Developing a Comprehensive Understanding of Elder Abuse Prevention in Immigrant Communities
Professor Guida Man

Women’s Work is Never Done: Eldercare in Hong Kong Chinese Families
Professor Guida Man

Eldercare Within Chinese Immigrant Families
Professor Guida Man

Building Migrant Resilience in Cities
Professor Nancy Mandell

Recent Canadian Immigrant Seniors: Settlement Experiences and Services
Professor Nancy Mandell

Stalled Mobility: Income Inequality and Intergenerational Relationships Among Newcomer South Asian and Chinese Households in York Region
Professor Nancy Mandell

Socialisms and Post-Capitalistic Societies (1789-1989)
Professor Marcello Musto

The International Working Men's Association 150 Years Later: Labour and Globalization Then and Today
Professor Marcello Musto

Dialogues on Marx: China and the "West"
Professor Marcello Musto

The Making of Marx's Capital and Its Dissemination in the World (1867-2017)
Professor Marcello Musto

Viral Politics: HIV, Public Health and the Criminal Law
Professor Eric Mykhalovskiy

Critical Social Science and HIV/AIDS: Theory, Critique and Engagement
Professor Eric Mykhalovskiy
Critical Social Science, Context and Population Health Interventions
*Professor Eric Mykhalovskiy*

Desire for Return: Neoliberal Democracy, Historical Memory, and Transnational Migration in Post-Cold War Asia
*Professor Hyun Ok Park*

Capital, Class and Culture in Asia: Histories and Futures of the Question of Political Subjectivity and Forms of Freedom (collaboration project)
*Professor Hyun Ok Park*

**Women, Deindustrialization and Community**
*Professor Norene Pupo*

Shiprider, Jurisdiction, and the Re-Crafting of Canada-U.S. Cross-Border Law Enforcement
*Professor Anna Pratt*

Out of Work in a Grim Economy: Plant Closures and the Impact on Workers, Unions and Communities
*Professor Norene Pupo*

Building a Green Economy: Advancing Climate Justice Through Environmental-Labor Alliances in the United States and Canada
*Professor Joanna Robinson*

A New Environmentalism? Changing Opportunities, Frames and Tactics in the Canadian Environmental Movement
*Professor Joanna Robinson*

Pathways to Reconciliation? Non-Indigenous Policy Makers and the First Nations Drinking Water Act
*Professor Joanna Robinson*

The Sociology of Crime and Policing
*Professor James Sheptycki*

Ambedkar-Gandhi Debate: Critical Reflections on Caste and Class
*Professor Hira Singh*

Asiatic Mode of Production, Feudalism, Social Movements: Marxist Studies in Indian Society and History
*Professor Hira Singh*

Annihilation of Caste is Not Annihilation of Hinduism: A Critique of Max Weber’s Thesis on Distribution of Power – Class, Status, Party
*Professor Hira Singh*
Community Finance Project: Community Based Finance for Community Capacity Building
  Professor Brenda Spotton Visano

Climate Change and Pro-Environmental Beliefs, Behaviors and Support for Policy: Evidence From a Survey of Canadians
  Professor Glenn Stalker

Canadian Families’ Strategies for Employment and Care for Pre-school Children
  Professor Glenn Stalker and Professor Mike Ornstein

Quebec, Daycare, and the Household Strategies of Couples With Young Children
  Professor Glenn Stalker and Professor Mike Ornstein

Community and Parents’ Strategies for Childcare and Employment
  Professor Glenn Stalker and Professor Mike Ornstein

Canada Labour Code Data Analysis Infrastructure
  Professor Mark Thomas, in collaboration with Leah Vosko (P.I.) and other faculty

Closing the Enforcement Gap: Improving Employment Standards for Workers in Precarious Jobs
  Professor Mark Thomas, in collaboration with Leah Vosko (P.I.), other faculty, and community partners

Employment Standards Database
  Professor Mark Thomas, in collaboration with Leah Vosko (P.I.) and other faculty

Power and Everyday Life
  Professor Mark Thomas, in collaboration with Deborah Brock and Aryn Martin

Work, Time, and Technology in the Digital Economy
  Professor Mark Thomas

Spaces of Labour in Moments of Urban Populism
  Professor Mark Thomas, in collaboration with Steven Tufts (Geography)

Ecologies of Labour: Unpacking Labour, Ecology, and Mobility Within the Seafood Sector (2018-21)
  Professor Peter Vandergeest

Ontonomology: The Impact of Ideology in Institutionalizing Inequality
  Professor Livy Visano

Regulating a Service Industry: The Impact of Law and Capital on Canada’s Escort Business
  Professor Livy Visano

Conformity as Crime: From Street Corner Gangs to Wall Street Suites
  Professor Livy Visano

Comparative Perspectives on Precarious Employment Database
  Professor Leah Vosko in collaboration with other sociology faculty
Employment Standards Database
Professor Leah Vosko in collaboration with other sociology faculty

Gender and Work Database
Professor Leah Vosko in collaboration with other sociology faculty

Labour Market Membership in Canada: Employment Policy in Focus
Professor Leah Vosko in collaboration with other sociology faculty

Enforcing Employment Standards in Ontario
Professor Leah Vosko and Professor Mark Thomas, in collaboration with other sociology faculty

Migrant Workers’ Struggles to Access Collective Representation
Professor Leah Vosko

Emotions and Emotion Constraints in Complex Social Systems
Professor Philip Walsh

The Significance of the Work of Hannah Arendt for the Social Sciences
Professor Philip Walsh

Biosecurity and Synthetic Biology
Professor Lorna Weir

The Role of Remorse in Criminal Law - Interdisciplinary Perspectives
Professor Emeritus Richard Weisman

Professor James Williams

Beyond Remittances: Croatian “Expert Expatriates” and the Impacts of Post-Socialist Strategies of Diaspora Enticement
Professor Daphne Winland

Waves of Protest, Diffusion and Social Media
Professor Lesley Wood

Protesting the G20: Identities, Networks and Resistance
Professor Lesley Wood and Professor Glenn Stalker

Times of Internationalism
Professor Lesley Wood

Immigration Protests From the Left and Right
Professor Lesley Wood